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To Theme or not to Theme 

By Andy Weir 

Background 

 

I saw a post recently on here that explained the mechanics of how to create a Theme file.  I thought I 

would take some time to revisit this topic and add a little more detail as Themes if used correctly can 

be a real time saving on a document build and a great way to ensure compliance to your company or 

customers branding guidelines. 

Why create a Theme? 

 

In a world where a company’s brand/identity is an integral part to how they are perceived by others 

it is not surprising you will come across a lot of guidance around how things need to be presented.  

These guides tell us in graphic detail which Fonts, Images, messages to use, the correct font size and 

colour and when these can be applied to what device or media. 

I’m sure Qlik for example has very complete documentation in this matter.  They have even gone as 

far to incorporate their corporate colours into the very DNA of the software we use to create our 

dashboards.  The Green, light grey and dark grey colours were not chosen at random to quickly 

inform a user of what their current and available selections are. 

The Theme file in Qlik like cascading style sheets (css) files in web applications allows the developer 

to define these branding requirements in one place.  This ensures consistency of application and if, 

when the branding changes the effort of changing the documents becomes a simple one. 

When to use a Theme? 

 

It’s subjective but I would say it is best to set a theme up at the start of your project.  You can create 

and retro fit themes into your document at any point if not already in place but to get the most 

benefit from the approach it is best to set this up as part of your initial document creation tasks. 

To demonstrate this we are going to create a document for Acme Inc a fictional company whose 

corporate colours are a Purple background with Green Arial font.  (What can I say the marketing guy 

was having a bad day) 
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How to create a Theme? 

 

1. Create your document and add your first object.  In this case I will create 2 text boxes one I 

have branded the other I have left in default format so we can show how to retro fit your 

Theme into existing objects later. 

 

2. Create your Theme File.  You can create a Theme from scratch or you can apply an existing 

theme.  If you have lots of documents to build for a company it is best to create a theme in 

one document and then apply it to new documents as the requirements come in.  Also a 

great way to ensure consistency in a multi developer environment.   

 

To create a theme you can either:  Go to the tools menu and select the theme maker wizard  

 

Or:  Go into the layout tab in properties of an object you want Theme. 
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Either way a wizard will take you through the setup of your Theme. 

 

3. In this case we will be creating a Theme from scratch. So select new Theme and click next. 

(Later on we will look at how to apply existing Themes to already created objects in an 

existing document and to new documents.) 
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4. Name and save your Theme.  By default QlikView will store this file in a dedicated themes 

folder.  I like to name the file after the Client or Business Unit within the client as thinking 

ahead I might want to use this theme outside the current document but you can name it 

whatever you like. 

 

5. Next we need to apply any existing branding work we have done already to the Theme.  To 

do this:  Select the source as either the Sheet with objects you have already branded or an 

object within a sheet. In this case I’m selecting the text object I created on set up. 
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6. Next you will select which properties of the object the Theme will control the display of.  In 

this case I have only selected a Text Object but if you have selected multiple object types the 

parts of the object that can be controlled by the Theme will be displayed here for selection. 

 

7. Next you will select which objects your specified properties will be applied to. In my case I 

only selected a Text Object so this is the only option I have available. 
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8. Finally you will define the scope of the Theme.  This depends on your role within your 

organisation.  If you are a Developing Dashboards, reports across multiple external 

customers probably best to apply this theme to the current document only.  If your 

customers are internal then might be worth making this your standard to be used across any 

new documents you create. 

 

That’s it.  In a few short steps you have defined your standard for how particular objects should look 

within your document.  

Here comes the second payoff. 

How to apply a Theme to existing objects? 
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Any new objects you create in your document which you have included in your Theme will 

automatically have the Theme applied to it. 

 

Note you can still alter the properties of the object if you want all the Theme will do is apply it as a 

default. 

As you can see below my new text object has my Purple and Green Theme applied to it.

 

Note the size of the text is not the same as my object I used to base my Theme on.  This is because 

size is not a setting that can be set in a Theme.  See Step 3a of the wizard for the properties that 

could be set for a Text Object. 

So what about our existing text objects that has not been themed?  It’s easy to update an object to 

use a Theme.  
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1. Select the Properties of the object and go to the layout tab and click the Apply Theme … 

button. 

 

2. Select the Theme to use from the list and click Open.  The Theme for that object will be 

applied.  See below. 

   

So we have created a Theme and applied it to new and existing objects within our document we 

carry on creating our document, creating others and growing our library of reports and dashboards 

across our organisation.  Then we come into work to find the company has been taken over or has 

decided to rebrand itself… 
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How to change and apply a Theme to existing document 

 

Our Marketing guy has been busy again and has come up with a lovely Orange background and Blue 

font. 

Here’s where our use of themes pays off again. 

1. We change our branding to meet the new guidelines and update the Theme.  To do this. 

Alter the object background and colour and click apply.  

 

2. We update the current theme with this new brand information.  Select Theme maker from 

the layout tab of your rebranded object. 

 

3. Then when you get to step 1 of the wizard you modify the existing Theme than rather than 

create a new one. 
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4. Go through the rest of the steps as before and click finish.  Now each new object you create 

will have the new branding applied using the modified Theme. 

 

5. But what about all the other existing text objects throughout my document that need the 

new branding applied?  That’s easy.  Go to Settings > Document Properties > Layout and 

Click Apply Theme. 
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6. Your existing objects have been updated to use the new Theme. 

 

With a little bit of setup work at the beginning you can focus on creating beautiful visualisations in 

QlikView in the knowledge that when the Brand Police come knocking you can meet these 

requirements with a few clicks. 

 


